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Vibrators

Bullet vibrators are small, typically only a few inches in length and about an inch or
less in diameter. They’re generally used for clitoral stimulation, but they can also be

used internally. Wand vibrators are bigger, your classic wand vibrator has a big
handle attached to a round head where the vibration actually happens. These are

also mainly for clitoral stimulation, they tend to be more powerful than bullet
vibrators, and there’s pretty much no functional way to use them internally. Rabbit

vibrators are kind of like a 2-in-1 vibrator dildo. They’re designed to be used
internally vaginally with an attachment also meant to stimulate the clitoris. 

Dildos

Lots of dildos are made to look like penises, sometimes pretty realistic penises,but
there are also generic, neutral, smooth non-penis-type-things. There are also dildos
made to look like the genitals of non-human-creatures. There’s a whole world out
there of dragon cocks and monster dicks. Some dildos vibrate, some are made to
attach to a shower wall or other non-porous surface for a hands-free session, and
some even “ejaculate”. Lube always makes things easier, so be generous, especially
if you’re using them for anal! Dildos are most traditionally thought of as a solo toy,
but lots of people use them during partner sex too- for mutual masturbation, anal

play, and double-penetration (which is when you engage in anal and vaginal
penetration simultaneously). 
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Masturbators

Masturbators, or fleshlights, are tubes into which one is meant to insert
their penis to simulate penetrative sex. With fake vaginas, silicone

mouths, fantasy options, and what admittedly kinda look like dog toys,
there’s lots to explore. As with seemingly all sex toys, some vibrate too!

They’re intended to be solo toys, but of course, it’s always fun to get
creative with a partner or partners. 

Cleaning and Care

Use the right lube with sex toys, always; silicone lube does not mix with silicone
toys. Most toys can just be cleaned with soap and water, but if it’s not submersible,
use an (unscented) soapy washcloth, and remove the soap with a wet towel. There
are specific cleaners for sex-toys, but they’re not really necessary. Store them in a

dry, room temperature place; you don’t want funky stuff growing on your sexy stuff.
If you put them away in a container with a bunch of other sex toys, you’ll want to
give them wash before using them too. If your toys are “soft skin” items- meaning

they imitate the feel of soft skin- they may get sticky when you wash them with
water. This can be fixed by brushing them with talc-free powder after they’ve fully

dried. 


